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Last week was one weighted with emotion for cryptocurrency investors as Bitcoin ($BTC) and Ethereum

($ETH) prices tumbled to new three month lows. BTC briefly fell below the $40,000 threshold before it

bounced back to the $41,000 level on Monday. While BTC and ETH recovered some of their losses, the vast

majority of the market saw an overall sideways trend. The controversial opinion that we have entered into

a long term bear market remains looming and hotly debated among the twitter community. Regulation

and government backed cryptocurrencies will continue to be a hot topic of discussion as we progress into

2022. U.S. Republican congressman and long time crypto enthusiast Tom Emmer introduced legislation on

Wednesday that would prohibit the Fed from moving forward with a government-issued digital currency.

Emmer does not believe the U.S. federal government should have the ability to compete with the private

banking sector or have the authority to offer a CBDC and argues that it would begin a trajectory of digital

authoritarianism similar to that of China's. Cryptonairz is looking forward to keeping you updated on all

crypto related content. For more free daily crypto related content, check out your YouTube channel! 
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The DAO market has witnessed red in recent months as fear
has made its way into the market. Hector DAO promotes
themselves as the “spoon” of OHM and continues to make
substantial progress towards their roadmap goals. HEC was
the latest recipient of the Fantom Foundation Incentive Grant
which rewards the DAO with 208,333 fantom per month for 12
months. Per the vote of the holders, HEC will soon be listed on
MEXC which is a top 25 exchange and is expected to drive
trading volume.

The THOR Team reached a major accomplishment this week
becoming the first RING fork to successfully recover in price
action after the DeFi as a Service (DaaS) market took a hit.
Last month, prices rapidly declined as the community lost
hope in RING and the long term viability of the project. THORs
price was heavily impacted. It climbed back into the triple
digits over the weekend as the team began implementing a
solution that would merging the DaaS model with the more
trusted Nodes as a Service (NaaS) model, one familiar to those
of us who are invested in STRONG. THOR became the first
project to fuse the Daas + NaaS model and bring a validator
node to the avalanche network. After witnessing the success,
the POWER Team has opted to follow in the leadership of
THOR and work towards creating a new contract allowing their
code to be independent of RINGs. They are building the Daas +
NaaS model with the ultimate goal of creating a validator
node on the FTM network and we are excited to see how things
progress. 

Greenheart CBD ($CBD) is a project focused on farming, and
no not the crypto farming you're thinking of. Good old
fashioned hemp farming! CBD is a platform that aims to
provide financing to farmers around the world that will allow
them to grow hemp for CBD production, substantially
increasing their incomes and improving their quality of life.
The platform will use advanced decentralized smart contracts
across multiple blockchain networks.

by Jess Campbell & Disappointed

UPCOMING EVENTS
Salty Pirates AMA 
Cryptonairz Discord
Monday Jan 17th, 2022 @9pm EST

NFT Class
Cryptonairz Discord
Tuesday, Jan 18th, 2022 @8pm EST

RECENT EVENTS
AMA w/ Cross-Chain Farming (CCF)
Wednesday, Jan 12th, 2022
Watch Now!

Hedera Hashgraph (HBAR) AMA
Monday Jan 13th, 2022 
Recording Coming Soon!

Cross-Chain Capital (CCC) AMA
Friday, Jan 14th, 2022
Watch Now!

HIGHLIGHTED

PROJECTS
Thor Nodes ($THOR) 

Power Nodes ($POWER) 

Hector DAO ($HEC) 

Greenheart CBD ($CBD)

Louvature ($LVT)

Vapor Nodes ($VPND)
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